Don't Surrender Turf Quality For Disease Control. Get Trinity And Get BETTER TURF.

Finally, an SI you can use and still get better turf quality! Trinity™ fungicide delivers superior control of tough diseases like anthracnose, brown patch, take-all patch, summer patch and dollar spot — all without unwanted PGR effects. Trinity even suppresses algae. So take down the white flags and put up a fight. With Trinity.

Trinity™ fungicide
betterturf.com | 800-545-9525
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Working the trenches

Industry veteran Willie Pennington says friendships drove his stellar career.

By Pat Jones

Ask Willie Pennington about his favorite memories from 35 years of selling chemicals in the ag and turf industries, and he doesn’t say a word about his successes with products, all of the marketing milestones he’s achieved or his sparkling track record with BASF. Instead, he’ll start talking about people.

“Everyone says this is a ‘relationship business’ but my goal is friendship,” he says. “I really want to get to know a person as a friend before I ever start to do business with them. That’s been the secret to my success. Not much of a secret really. To me, it’s common sense.”

Pennington, now 59, grew up in tiny Lisman, Ala., a rural burg in the heart of cotton country. Talent as an offensive lineman on the football team earned him a scholarship at Tuskegee Institute, the traditionally black college best known for being home to both George Washington Carver and the famed Tuskegee Airmen of World War II. He was all-conference at offensive guard for four straight years, and even had a few tryouts with NFL teams following graduation. “I earned a grand total of $200 in my pro career,” he recalls. “I went to camps with Miami, Green Bay and Atlanta before I got hurt. That was the end of it.”

The NFL’s loss was the golf industry’s gain as Pennington turned his attention to a career that began with a production management job at a BASF ag chemical plant in Atlanta. Even in the ’70s, he was one of only a handful of African-Americans in the business and thus started a lifelong interest in recruiting talented young minority candidates for the company. He soon switched to the sales side and, despite having little hands-on ag experience, “immersed” himself in the business.

At the time, the specialty turf and ornamental segment was a tiny, almost unknown fraction of the market at BASF and other basic manufacturers. Yet, Pennington was attracted to the “urban agriculture” market and jumped over to work the Christmas tree segment before eventu-
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ally landing in turf. "When I first started in the '70s, the competition was petroleum companies like Amoco, Gulf, DuPont, Shell and Uniroyal. Application rates were sometimes hundreds of pounds per thousand. Now, we're using micrograms per thousand. The innovation has just been amazing."

Over his four decades in the golf/turf market, Pennington was best-known as "Mr. Basamid" as he became the company's in-house expert on the use of the fumigant to renovate golf courses. When BASF handed Basamid off to Advan LLC a few years ago, he returned to his roots as a sales rep in the Carolinas. He finally gets to see his wife of 40 years, Aris, almost every day. ("She never complained about my travel schedule over all those years. Not once. What a woman!")

His 35th anniversary in the market - a benchmark reached by very few salespeople - seemed like a good moment to talk with Pennington about the changes he's seen, the challenges we face and the experience of being a black man in a nearly all white market. As always, the former lineman was more than willing to talk freely about his time in the trenches.

What's the biggest challenge facing the ag and turf chemical business right now?
There just aren't many new compounds. You want to give the superintendent something he's looking for, but it won't often be something "new." The challenge we're facing is to find new ways to deliver value. If you look at what has happened in ag with (genetically modified crops), the market is basically a single compound - glyphosate. The ag market hasn't so much declined as it's become dominated by one compound. It's the sad truth...

Turf is in better shape because it offers better profitability than ag, and there's probably more business than everyone can handle. Some customers are obviously going generic, but by and large, they support the basics that bring value and innovation to them.

How has your approach to day-to-day sales changed over the years?
I look at it this way: I change my approach on every visit. When you invest in people - which is what I do - you don't just walk in there and ask what they need and try to sell them what you have that might work. I just listen to their problems and issues. It's like going to a palm reader. They listen and then feed it back to you. All I do is talk about features and let the super derive the benefit he's looking for. I don't take the same "cookie cutter" approach to everyone.

In your experience, what do superintendents really want from suppliers?
The two things that stand out are continuity and trust. Continuity in the relationship means you've been around long enough that those who
Bragging Rights

Sure, you'll have the right to brag about using a rotor that lasted a phenomenal 10 times longer while using up to 23% less water...

The best just got even better...
Introducing the NEW Rain Bird® EAGLE™ Rotors.

In head-to-head field and lab testing among leading brands, Rain Bird® EAGLE™ Rotors lasted up to 10 times longer under the harshest operating conditions than the next closest competitor—and—had the best distribution uniformity over the widest range of variables, while using up to 23% less water to deliver a more playable course. For more amazing test results, visit www.rainbird.com/golf.
know you trust you. After they feel you out and know who you are, then they may be ready to do business. It’s the trust factor. You have to know what they’re up against. Someone is trusting them with $20 million worth of real estate. He’ll know how knowledgeable you are within a few sentences, and decide whether to trust you with his $20-million piece of property. It may take two to three years to get to that point.

It all goes back to investing in people. I’ve never considered myself a salesman. I make friends who I sometimes do business with.

You seem to know everyone in the business. How do you manage to keep track of all the contacts you’ve made?

I may not remember the name right away, but the mental Rolodex starts turning and it usually comes to me. People in this industry tend to stay in this industry. They may change titles, but they stay in the business. It’s a love thing...they stay because they love it.

How have you seen superintendents evolve and change during your career?
The relationship hasn’t changed for me. Young or old, I’ll get to know what his wants, needs and desires are before we ever talk product. We may talk politics, sports, family; whatever. I have to know what makes him tick. People in sales spend too much effort trying to offer a product rather than what they can offer as a person. A lot of young sales guys don’t realize that potential customers are still just people. We’re very social beings. People do business with people, not companies.

You’re one of only a handful of African-Americans in the industry. What kinds of challenges has that presented?

In the early days, it was a challenge. It became a personal challenge to me. But I kept pushing and got past it with almost everyone. My philosophy was, “I gotta feed my family and you gotta feed yours.”

Why are there still so few non-whites in the business?

There are a lot of things tied into it. One is the old myth that golf is a game for rich people. Good minority candidates may have already perceived that and dismissed it as a career. I never looked at it that way. You get past the racial thing pretty fast. It’s just a sport…it baffles me why it isn’t of more interest to young blacks and others.

It’s like the presidency...wealth isn’t a requirement, but how many people honestly believe they could ever do without money? It’s the same thing in our business. The perception of the game crosses over to the business. But the truth is that agronomy is agronomy. It doesn’t matter what color you are as long as the course is green.
Are there things the industry can do more to "look like America"?
I'll just say that I don't see the world through rose-colored glasses. I'm a realist and I want to work with the best and the brightest. If you feel that you're the best and want to be the best, then you can be on our team. We'll invest in you and make you better. It's not out of reach for anyone. Sure, diversity is a mandate within in our company and I think within the industry; but we don't pursue diversity because it's required. We do it because we want to and because it's the right thing to do.

You were Mr. Basamid for a long time. What's it like to not work with that product every day now?
I look back and think about the great superintendents I worked with every day during those years. I discovered pretty fast that they were tinkerers by heart, so I became one too. Basamid made me constantly tinker and think. That helped us figure out a pile of different ways it could be used. That product is a perfect example of the old saying that there are always different ways to skin a cat.

What's your advice for a superintendent who wants to make the jump into sales?
You have to have a unique ability to balance the practice of selling with investing in people. You have to be willing to turn over a lot of rocks. You're not growing grass anymore, but if you rely on that ability you used on the course to manage people and be patient, it'll work. There's an old adage that people like to owe you a favor. Cash in on a couple of those - give a couple back - and you'll win.

I'd estimate that very few superintendents - maybe less than 10 percent - make the jump successfully. They just aren't ready for all the meetings, the reports and the changes that will come in their routine. Sometimes they also don't listen to the clues that customers give them. One of the practices I've used over 35 years is that I very seldom just hand out a (business) card. I wait for the customer to ask for one. It's a clue that they want more. It says, "I want to know more...I want you to come back.

Final thoughts?
I just want to thank all the people I've known through the years who've added so much to my life and success in this business. They're the ones who made me. A lot of people don't understand how those relationships shape a sales rep and make them the best they can be. All those friends have defined a 35-year career. I wouldn't change that for anything. They inspire you to do better. I want what's best for them and they want what's best for me. That's the bottom line.

Pennington can be reached at 919-661-2749.

---

**SAND STORM**

"TURN BACK THE SANDS OF TIME"

Are your bunkers suffering from the adverse effects of time? Are rocks, silts, and clays beginning to build up causing your bunkers to look, function, and play like concrete?

Courses all over the world rely on the Sand Storm by ZScreen LLC. for all their bunker maintenance needs. The Sand Storm cleans and "recycles" your sand right in the bunker, utilizing a 12volt vibratory motor, saving you time and money. Say good-bye to the short term repair method of "removing and replacing" your bunker sand, and say hello to a more cost effective, long term solution.
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Never wavers down the line.
(Kind of like our support.)
The 2008 PrecisionCut Series. For the first time in fairway mowers, steering cylinders equalize right and left pressure, and take the pressure off you to hold things straight. The result: Picture-perfect striping. And that's only the beginning; there's plenty of power for hills. And the optional GRIP All-Wheel-Drive Traction System for the side hills. Interested? Call your John Deere Golf distributor for a demo, today.
The golf course management industry is a close-knit business. Therefore, when it comes to getting a new job, leaving one, or firing or hiring golf course superintendents, the Golden Rule applies.

“What we’re trying to do on a national level is keep this from being a cutthroat profession,” says Scott Woodhead, the senior manager of governance and member standards for the GCSAA. “Have respect and integrity for your peers. Treat them like you’d like to be treated.”

In that regard, the GCSAA has a code of ethics and professional conduct guidelines. The code of ethics is a governing document established in the GCSAA bylaws for its members that outlines the highest professional standards. However, they’re standards, not laws.

Anyone has the right to work, but the GCSAA discourages applying for a job that hasn’t been posted, for example.

“If that member who’s seeking employment does so in such a way that he or she is making slanderous or inflammatory remarks, it can be deemed a violation of the code of ethics,” Woodhead says. “That’s something that can be taken to court. But unless there’s defamation of character that has occurred in seeking employment, then it’s not a violation of our code of ethics. That basically keeps everyone from breaking the law in terms of seeking employment.”

Ethics play a significant role when superintendents change jobs  

By T.R. Massey